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1. Introduction
Historically, cities were thought to have changed grad‐
ually, much like the metaphor of a slowly flowing river
that changes course over centuries and millennia. In con‐
trast, this research makes the claim that prominent parts
of the contemporary city often change in fits‐and‐starts,
which are sporadic bursts of activity that are concen‐
trated in time and space but that nonetheless have
long‐lasting consequences. In the cities of late 20th and
early 21st century within capitalist economies, sudden
and large‐scale changes to the urban fabric occur often
due to speculation about increased future profits as
structurally sound buildings are replaced by newer and
larger ones. The famed Las Vegas Strip is renowned for
the regular implosions of buildings that are only a few
decades old. The Las Vegas Strip, or simply “the Strip,”
is the popular name for the South Las Vegas Boulevard,
where most of the major casino‐hotel‐resorts are con‐
centrated. This research examines the demolitions and
construction on the Las Vegas Strip to understand the
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perceptions and calculations of future profit and to tease
out the thinking behind fits‐and‐starts type of urban
change. The location of the case study in Las Vegas (i.e.,
the Las Vegas metropolitan region) is particularly insight‐
ful because this city of extremes brings into sharp relief
those phenomena that characterize the urbanism of the
contemporary city.
I approach urbanism via the lens of materiality, which
is the quality or state of being that consists of matter and
which relates to the physical world (Beauregard, 1990).
In cities, there are many different terms for this, such
as urban form, urban landscape, urban fabric, and built
environment. I prefer the term material city to refer to
the world of things that embody the four‐dimensional
city, which are the three dimensions of physical form
plus the fourth dimension of time that form inhabits and
changes within. At a most basic level, the materiality of
the city is that which we human being perceive; that
is, the actuality that we see, touch, feel, and hear with
immediacy. In fact, while the city can be thus perceived
as a world of things that we perceive and interact with
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(e.g., land parcels, buildings, open space, and infrastruc‐
ture that are the most commonly identified spatial and
formal elements of urbanism), the city as a whole (i.e.,
which is what I call a metropolitan region in this context)
can also be considered to be an immense actor of its own
that we humans have brought into being (Fletcher, 2012).
My focus here is on how the most primary forms and
spaces that tend to define both the basic material as well
as the primary commodities of capitalist urbanism—i.e.,
buildings and the parcels of land they occupy—operate
over time in recent history. The material city has multiple
aspects and meanings (Lieto, 2017), but even at its most
basic level, it matters a great deal because it is the spa‐
tial, tangible, and textured setting of our daily lives and
its meanings can have great impacts.
The selection of the case study in Las Vegas is
based on Flyvbjerg’s (2006) compelling argument about
the “force of the example,” in which a case study
illuminates concrete reality through thick descriptions
and rich narratives. Las Vegas is an excellent site for
such qualitative and fine‐grained analysis of contempo‐
rary urbanism (e.g., Inam, 2016) because of the way
its apparent extremes reveal—with great clarity—what
occurs in other cities (e.g., historical relationalities as
turning points in urbanism, public‐private partnerships
that are structurally imbalanced, frontstage/backstage
metaphors that reveal spatial inequalities). As a city of
extremes, Las Vegas is also an excellent site to study how
and why such patterns of fits‐and‐starts urban change
occurs. For example, between 1993 and 2016, in a highly
accelerated version of the change that many U.S. cities
experience, Las Vegas demolished significant hotels, casi‐
nos, and resorts: the Dunes, Landmark, Sands, Hacienda,
Aladdin, El Rancho, Desert Inn, Boardwalk, Stardust, New
Frontier, Riviera, and Clarion. They were replaced by
new icons of the Las Vegas Strip, such as the Bellagio,
Venetian, Mandalay Bay, Planet Hollywood, Wynn, and
CityCenter casino‐hotel‐resorts. Thus, by using the exam‐
ple in Las Vegas as an illuminating case study, the
research in this article helps us understand that it is ulti‐
mately, human beings (e.g., investors, property owners,
developers) who make decisions based on their percep‐
tions of current versus future economic values. I now
examine the various discussions of the changing material
city in the literature.
2. City as Flux: Understanding Urban Change
Urban change is commonplace, as I describe in my book
Designing Urban Transformation (Inam, 2014). Much of
what follows draws from and builds upon that work
and its related literature. There is a mode of thinking—
especially in the design fields and among practitioners—
that tends to value the city primarily as a fixed three‐
dimensional object. The conventional mindset in which
cities are designed has been shaped by an architec‐
tural vision that seeks to articulate urban environments
in minute detail (Hack, 2011, p. 446). The underly‐
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ing idea is that a stable framework for urban life will
offer a semblance of continuity in the face of the ever‐
changing occupants and activities of the material city.
In order to operationalize this approach, urbanists have
devised a variety of techniques, such as design guide‐
lines, form‐based development regulations, signage con‐
trols, pattern books, and design review processes man‐
aged by committees. While such an approach often
produces visionary thinking and stunning visualizations,
it nonetheless posits an objectified endpoint for a phe‐
nomenon (i.e., the city) that is in reality constantly chang‐
ing, and thereby limits a multitude of possibilities in its
further evolution.
Scholars of urbanism have made a similar argument
regarding our understanding of cities, including the his‐
torian Spiro Kostof:
The tendency all too often is to see [the material city]
as a finite thing, a closed thing, a complicated object.
I want to stress what we know instead to be the case—
that a city, however perfect its initial shape, is never
complete, never at rest. Thousands of witting and
unwitting acts every day alter its lines in ways that
are perceptible only over a certain stretch of time.
City walls are pulled down and filled in; once rational
grids are slowly obscured; a slashing diagonal is run
through close‐grained residential neighborhoods; rail‐
road tracks usurp cemeteries and waterfronts; wars,
fires, and freeway connectors annihilate city cores.
(Kostof, 1999, p. 13)
Other scholars have forged ahead with their own inves‐
tigations of such shifts. For example, in 1915, the biol‐
ogist, sociologist, and pioneering town planner, Patrick
Geddes, argued that “a city is more than a place in space,
it is a drama in time” (Geddes, 1915, p. 107). The geog‐
rapher James Vance focused on what he called “urban
morphogenesis—the creation and subsequent transfor‐
mation of city form” (Vance, 1990, p. 38). Although urban
morphology is often taken simply to mean the physical
form of the city, Vance addressed the questions of pro‐
cess, such as how a society creates and transforms the
physical fabric of the city.
The geographer David Harvey is even more explicit
about describing the city as flux when he discusses the
process of the “destruction, invasion, and restructuring
of places on an unprecedented scale,” caused by “chang‐
ing material practices of production, consumption, infor‐
mation flow, and communication coupled with the radi‐
cal reorganization of space relations and of time horizons
within capitalist development” (Harvey, 1990, p. 39).
Technological innovations in production and advanced
differentiation in consumption speed the pace at which
commodities, including buildings, are produced, junked,
and reproduced (Harvey, 1990). Moreover, for Harvey
the city is more of a means than an end in and of itself,
due to production driven by motives of capital accu‐
mulation: “The urban process implies the creation of a
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material physical infrastructure for production, circula‐
tion, exchange and consumption” (Harvey, 1978, p. 113).
The question arises, then, of how exactly this notion
of city as flux manifests in the material city. Kostof pro‐
vides a vivid description of this physical manifestation:
The spatial order cast by houses, monuments, and
solid city walls is gradually subverted by generations
of seemingly innocuous tinkering, as in the case of
Rome, or its deliberately revamped through mas‐
sive interventions, like those of Haussmann’s Paris.
In recent times, modern warfare’s generous capacity
to destroy has been seized as an opportunity to exper‐
iment with the latest trends in urban design: lacking
a war, mass demolitions can be legislated to similar
ends. (Kostof, 1999, p. 280)
Furthermore, “far less dramatic is the incremental trans‐
formation of city form through the thousands of daily
adjustments to its fabric due to the owners and users of
private property” (Kostof, 1999, p. 250).
At different scales of time, by the hour, the day,
the month, the year, the decade and beyond, the mate‐
rial city is therefore always in a state of flux. Architect
and theorist Rem Koolhaas called this state delirious
(Koolhaas, 1978), while urban theorist Marshall Berman
wrote that the experience of the urban is not only
fleeting but a type of perpetual disintegration that is
part of the maelstrom of modern life (Berman, 1982).
Both Koolhaas and Berman’s observations speak very
much about the contemporary city in the late 20th and
early 21st centuries. In this era more than any other,
technological innovations in production, globalization,
and advanced differentiation in consumption accelerate
the pace at which commodities, including the buildings,
spaces, and infrastructure of urbanism, are produced,
eliminated, and reproduced. The implication is that cities
are changing at a faster rate than in the past. At the
same time, different parts of the city change at differ‐
ent rates, such as underlying topographies and geogra‐
phies of land (e.g., hills, rivers, water table), plots of
land ownership, and certain infrastructures such as roads
and sewage systems that can sometimes last for well
over a hundred years. Cities represent massive sunk
costs not only in large‐scale fixed capital, such as build‐
ings and bridges, but also in the economic and political
arrangements that have evolved to manage that capi‐
tal. Buildings themselves are spatially entrenched com‐
modities whose qualities (e.g., sunk costs, land use reg‐
ulations, three‐dimensional materiality) resist frequent
mutation and thus are slower to change. At the other
extreme, within buildings, office and retail interiors tend
to change more frequently.
The materiality of a city does not inherently behave
like either regular radio waves whose rhythms recur
or like organic pieces of fruit whose eventual decay is
inevitable. If we look more to empirical social science
than to metaphors borrowed from the physical sciences,
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the rhythms of change appear less regular and more
dependent on the decisions made by key actors within
specific social, economic, and political processes and con‐
texts. The conventional paradigm that forms the founda‐
tion of real estate economics and is the starting point
for most neoclassical models of property markets is basi‐
cally about supply and demand (Weber, 2015). Change is
driven by the current and potential users of space who
seek to maximize their utility; in other words, cycles are
market‐driven and demand‐derived, such as from the
household formation, job growth, and business growth.
In these demand‐side explanations, construction cycles
are driven by the aggregation of individual occupants’
profit‐maximizing decisions to move or expand in com‐
petitive markets. However, if real estate is indeed sim‐
ply derived demand, then spatial change should closely
mimic trends in population, net household formation,
and employment.
In contrast, supply‐side perspectives tend to view
buildings as vehicles through which property owners and
others in the industry make money. Construction occurs
when the assets produced are considered a good invest‐
ment. The profitability of construction as an investment
strategy will depend not just on what individual occu‐
pants want, but also on broader institutional dynamics
such as the legalities of property ownership, the cost of
capital, the regulatory landscape, and the political power
structures of cities. Yet another perspective, critical the‐
ory, as brilliant as it is in providing insights into the many
deeply structural pitfalls of capitalism, nonetheless tends
to restrict the agency of developers by treating them as
tools of capital and regarding real estate as a passive
outlet for the surpluses generated in other sectors (e.g.,
Harvey, 1978, 1990, 1991). In this perspective, develop‐
ers are driven by the innate needs of capital to switch
between different circuits of accumulation and root out
the highest profits.
The fits‐and‐starts type of urban change, which is the
focus of this article, suggests more sudden transitions
from one state of urbanism than what conventional real
estate market thinking suggests. Based on many years
of my own professional experience working with devel‐
opers in different parts of the world and research con‐
ducted by my colleagues and I on the role of developers
in the shaping the material city in the U.S. (e.g., Inam,
2012; Inam et al., 2004; Levine & Inam, 2004), we found
that urban change can be quite idiosyncratic because it
is ultimately derived from human decision‐making based
on perceptions, which are in turn and to various degrees
informed by previous experience, peer actions, and
larger political and economic trends. Rather than broad‐
brush theoretical generalizations derived singularly from
mainstream market economics, real estate development
literature, or critical theory perspectives, I thus take a
more fine‐grained empirical and contextually grounded
approach. In this approach, while private investors and
developers may be a part of a larger real estate indus‐
try that comprises other influential and interdependent
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actors, the final decision whether or not to proceed with
their multimillion‐dollar speculative projects rests ulti‐
mately with them and their teams, and thereby depends
on their estimations regarding perceived obsolescence
and speculation about future profit. In other words, the
ultimate decision whether or not to purchase a prop‐
erty, whether or not to demolish an existing structure,
and whether or not to proceed with a new building rests
quite often with real estate developers, property owners,
and/or financial investors themselves.
Who are the most influential decision‐makers that
are quite often also the main actors driving change in the
material city? At first glance, it may seem to be real estate
developers, but behind the scenes, there are others with
access to more resources, including private investors and
property owners (Feagin, 1982). Developers get funds
from sources such as profits from previous projects, per‐
sonal funds, borrowed funds from investors, or loans
from banks and other financial institutions. The financial
capitalists that provide these funds include commercial
banks, pension funds, insurance companies, and foreign
investors (Feagin & Parker, 1990). In the U.S., land‐use
and development decisions are governed by a capitalis‐
tic political‐economic system. The fact that small groups
of wealthy and powerful actors can do far more than
simply outbid their competitors is not analyzed in the
mainstream real estate development and business liter‐
atures. Powerful actors such as wealthy speculators and
industrial capitalists can and do shape the rules of the
market system within which ostensibly free competition
is taking place, including by influencing the public pol‐
icy frameworks that have a direct bearing on their trans‐
actions. One type of real estate speculator is defined
as an entrepreneur or corporate entity that purchases
real estate with the hope of a profit from rising land
and property values (Malpezzi & Wachter, 2005). These
speculators are investors who buy and sell for a profit
in a capitalist market system, often buying up land and
sitting on it, often for years until the time is ripe to
sell for a hefty profit. Speculation in this sense is inti‐
mately bound up with the question of the optimal timing
of development.
The simultaneous destruction and construction
in fits‐and‐starts type of urban change is akin to
Schumpeter’s (1942) idea of creative destruction, in
which the tendency of capitalism is to render old prod‐
ucts obsolete and to destroy them so that it can then
continually invent new ones. Thus, annihilation and inno‐
vation tend to occur together in time and certain periods
experience a disproportionate amount of both, such as
when spectacular changes are made to the material city.
Capital thus thereby circulates through the city in ways
that are both dynamic and erratic in its ceaseless search
for profit. Creative destruction is subject to other fac‐
tors in addition to the drive to maximize private profit,
especially how key actors in this process perceive exist‐
ing circumstances (e.g., as a crisis or an opportunity, or
both) and social status in pursuing marketable prestige
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(e.g., new and supposedly more upscale projects), with
the key word being “perceive.” The perceptions that
investors, property owners, and real estate developers
have are neither standardized nor unchanging. Instead,
they rely heavily on the determinations made by commu‐
nities of technical experts, such as appraisers and market
analysts, but speculation, luck, political influence, and
class resistance also conspire to translate this process of
value creation and destruction. In addition, within each
local context, a lattice of state and non‐state institutions
influence value in the built environment (Weber, 2002).
The notion of creative destruction brings to mind the
point that much of the research and practice in urban‐
ism and its related fields (e.g., architecture, landscape
architecture, urban design, real estate development, city
planning) tends to focus on further construction and
growth, even if it is infill types of growth. On the other
hand, a significant correlate of urban growth is the often
overlooked and intimately related topic of destruction;
that is, demolition. The lifespan of buildings continues
to decrease while demolition is increasingly a highly prof‐
itable business. For example, in 2005, the U.S. the aver‐
age life of a building was about 35 years and the busi‐
ness of demolition grossed more than $3 billion (Byles,
2005). There are many types of demolition techniques,
and while the Las Vegas style of implosion is an effi‐
cient and economical method demanding technical preci‐
sion, spectacular entertainment for onlookers, a feast for
the media, and a boon to publicity‐conscious real‐estate
developers, it accounts for only about 1% of all contem‐
porary demolitions. Perhaps the most significant aspect
of demolition is that while many would like to think of
cities as more or less solid and enduring, demolition is
a practice that makes powerfully evident their vulnera‐
bility and potential mortality. I now discuss how these
dynamics operate in the specific context of a city in a
two‐part case study analysis. Part one examines the over‐
all fits‐and‐starts type of urban change between 1993
and 2016 on the Strip, and part two examines more
in‐depth the decision‐making behind radical changes on
one of the sites on the Strip, which is the Desert Inn, sub‐
sequently replaced by the Wynn Las Vegas.
3. Case Study, Part 1: Fits‐and‐Starts on the Las Vegas
Strip (1993–2016)
Since the 1990s, Las Vegas has become renowned for
spectacularly imploding buildings (i.e., controlled explo‐
sions in which a building collapses on itself) that are only
a few decades old (see Figure 1):
The city is so attuned to change that perfectly sound
buildings have been regularly torn down to make
room for new structures….Not lingering in nostalgia,
developers would destroy their previous creations
for the next new thing, earning Las Vegas the title
“Implosion Capital of the World.” (Al, 2017, p. 2)
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Figure 1. The spectacular night‐time implosion of the famed Stardust casino‐hotel‐resort in 2007, complete with special
lighting and fireworks. Source: Courtesy of Andrew Ferguson via Creative Commons.
At first glance, this phenomenon can be viewed as one
that occurs “only in Las Vegas,” as many observers have
claimed about the city. However, such patterns of regu‐
lar destruction and construction—while spectacular and
occurring over compressed periods of time in Las Vegas–
offer valuable insights into the nature of change in other
contemporary cities as well, as I explain in the follow‐
ing sections.
A change in financing regimes from criminal mob
to corporate mentality accelerated a particular aspect
of capitalist development (Bernhard et al., 2008), which
is the elimination of apparently old and tired products
with newer and more profitable ones; that is, the build‐
ing of larger casino‐hotel‐resort complexes. The scope of
corporate wealth in the last several decades has meant
that the city could offer a new level of extravagance
and fantasy. Between 1993 and 2016, in a highly accel‐
erated version of the fits‐and‐starts urban change that
most American cities experience, Las Vegas demolished
much of its recent history (Al, 2017; Rothman, 2003) with
the implosion of 13 casinos, hotels, and resorts on the
Strip: the Dunes, Landmark, Hacienda, Sands, Aladdin,
El Rancho, Desert Inn, Boardwalk, Bourbon Street, New
Frontier, Stardust, Clarion, and Riviera, and that were
soon replaced by some of the new icons of the Strip,
such as the Bellagio, Venetian, Mandalay Bay, Planet
Hollywood, Wynn, and City Center (see Figures 2 and 3).
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The owners of these privately owned casinos are
powerful actors in the urban development process by
any measure, especially financial ones. For example, in
1996 alone, banks lent an unprecedented amount of
capital of $10 billion to help corporations such as ITT
Corporation, Circus Circus, Mirage, and MGM Grand
expand their casinos (Al, 2017, p. 181). In another exam‐
ple in 2004, multibillionaire Kirk Kerkorian merged his
MGM Mirage company with the Mandalay Resort Group
to form the world’s largest gambling company, until a
few weeks later when Harrah’s Entertainment bought
Caesars Entertainment in a $9.25 billion deal that created
an even larger company (Stein, 2004, p. 24). Later the
same year, Steve Wynn opened the $2.74 billion Wynn
Las Vegas hotel, casino, and resort. The manner in which
Wynn Las Vegas exemplifies the fits‐and‐starts type of
urban change is described in greater detail in Part 2 of
the case study further below in the article.
A major reason for this continued influx of financ‐
ing is that gambling had become a well‐known enter‐
prise and was already legal in 48 of the 50 states in the
U.S. by the early 2000s. Furthermore, respected busi‐
ness leaders such as Terry Lanni, Glenn Schaeffer, and
Gary Loveman had brought Wall Street credibility to an
industry that needed it, and thereby allowed it to attract
and spend unprecedented amounts of capital (Bernhard
et al., 2008). Thus, a vision of capitalist development
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Figure 2. Fits‐and‐starts type of urban change occurs in a concentrated period of time: Table of 13 casinos, hotels, and
resorts—and their hybrid complexes—demolished between 1993 and 2016 and replaced by new ones along the Las Vegas
Strip. In terms of fits‐and‐starts type of change, it is interesting to note two phenomena in particular in this table: The rel‐
atively short time between the opening of the casino‐hotel‐casino and its demolition (e.g., only 35 years passed between
the opening of the Dune in 1955 and its demolition in 1993) and the often vast differences in the original number of rooms
and the number of hotel rooms in the new casino‐hotel‐resort (e.g., the original Sands had 720 rooms and its replacement
the Venetian has 3,036 rooms—a more than four‐fold increase). Note: In thoroughly conducting this research we found
that a lot of existing scholarship about Las Vegas often repeats inaccurate facts and even indulges in popular myth‐building.
Therefore, to craft this table, we consulted 46 different reliable sources to check and cross‐check these facts (for the full
table and its many sources see Supplementary Material). Source: Courtesy of Juan Usubillaga, from multiple sources.
driven by corporate investors and private profit is embod‐
ied in such large‐scale projects. Some historians trace the
tipping point of the city from a mafia‐dominated desert
outpost to a corporate‐driven entertainment destina‐
tion to around 1988–1989 (Wood, 2005). This was when
businessman Steve Wynn invested the unprecedented
amount of $630 million to build the copper‐skinned ultra‐
casino‐hotel‐resort called the Mirage. The Mirage cre‐
ated a model for clearing away old gambling hotels of
the post‐World War II era and replacing them with casi‐
nos the size of small castles on the Strip.
The graph below (see Figure 4) illustrates how an
increase in hotel room inventory has actually induced
demand rather than the other way around. In other
words, new hotel‐casino‐resorts such as the Bellagio
and Wynn Las Vegas were conceived not in response to
the kind of market demand that conventional microe‐
conomics and real estate development literature sug‐
gests, but rather the combination of manufactured obso‐
lescence, future speculation, and generated marketing
excitement (starting with highly publicized spectacular
implosions) enticed more people to visit and stay in
Urban Planning, 2022, Volume 7, Issue 1, Pages 56–71

these developments. In fact, “the city has worked on
the premise that supply breeds demand—build it, and
they will come” (Pollack, 1997, para. 33). This counter‐
intuitive approach sheds valuable light into what drives
the fits‐and‐starts type of change not only in Las Vegas
but also in other contemporary cities of capitalism.
Of course, there are exceptions to this pattern, such as
when there are financial or political crises or miscalcula‐
tions that can lead to empty plots of land, land converted
to parking lots, or half‐finished structures.
4. Case Study, Part 2: From the Desert Inn to Wynn
Las Vegas
The businessperson Wilbur Clark came from the city of
San Diego in California to Las Vegas in 1944 and built
what was originally called Wilbur Clark’s Desert Inn, at
the time the largest hotel in Las Vegas with 300 rooms
and a three‐story tower (see Figure 5). The casino‐hotel‐
resort opened on April 24, 1950, the fifth one on a
two‐lane highway that would later become the Las Vegas
Strip, at a cost of $4.5 million. On the first Saturday
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Figure 3. Fits‐and‐starts type of urban change also occurs in a concentrated amount of space: Aerial photograph of 13 casi‐
nos, hotels, and resorts—and their hybrid complexes—demolished between 1993 and 2016 and replaced by new ones
along the Las Vegas Strip. Source: Courtesy of Juan Usubillaga, based on Google Earth, Google Maps, and historical archives
in Special Collections of the University of Nevada Las Vegas Library.
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Figure 4. As this graph from the period 1970–2018 indicates, in Las Vegas visitor volume has tended to rise with hotel room
inventory, pointing to induced demand. Source: Las Vegas Convention and Visitors Authority Research Center (2018).
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after the opening, the Desert Inn casino lost $87,000 in
one eight‐hour shift, including $36,000 to one lucky win‐
ner, but it was the best publicity any casino‐hotel‐resort
could ask for. People flocked to the Desert Inn, and by
the following Friday, the casino had recouped its losses,
with the first week’s profits totaling $750,000 (Russo,
2006, p. 207).
By 1963, the Desert Inn became part of the trend to
expand hotels, with a total of more than 5,000 rooms
added in the city, which was at the time “the largest,
fastest, most concentrated sustained expansion of its
kind anywhere in the world” (Denton & Morris, 2001,
p. 226). The well‐known billionaire Howard Hughes, who
in November 1966 rented all of the resort’s ninth‐floor
penthouse suites, bought the Desert Inn in 1967 for
$13.25 million after its then‐owner and well‐known affil‐
iate of the mafia, Moe Dalitz, tried to kick Hughes
out because he needed the hotel rooms to accommo‐
date several other wealthy and high‐profile gamblers.
Hughes’s purchase of the Desert Inn laid the precedent
for the later corporate era of Las Vegas casino‐hotel‐
resorts by subsequently by other properties such as the
Sands, Castaways, Silver Slipper, and Frontier (“Desert
Inn chronology,” 2005).
In 1988, millionaire Kirk Kerkorian acquired the
Desert Inn and operated it for five years before sell‐
ing it to ITT Corporation. Starwood Hotels and Resorts
then acquired the Desert Inn in 1998 when it bought
ITT Corporation. However, Starwood Chairman Barry

Sternlicht immediately put the Desert Inn on the auc‐
tion block because, despite a recent $200 million ren‐
ovation, it was losing money and the company needed
the money to pay down debt, strengthen its balance
sheet and reinvest in existing assets (Thompson, 1999).
In 1999, Sun International Hotels bought the develop‐
ment from Starwood Hotels & Resorts for $275 million
cash and company chairman Sol Kerzner hinted already
that they had plans a major development on that prop‐
erty (Thompson, 1999).
The next year, Steve Wynn purchased the Desert Inn
for $270 million (see Figure 6) supposedly as a birth‐
day gift for his wife, Elaine (“Desert Inn chronology,”
2005). Almost immediately, Wynn began a campaign for
manufacturing its obsolescence in order to demolish it:
“The present [Desert Inn] is too small, too close to the
street, it’s right up against the sidewalk, there’s no room
for cabs,” he said, adding that “it’s a thing from the 50s”
and “it’s not a competitive facility” (“Wynn plans new
Strip resort,” 2000, para. 14). Furthermore, he said he
could not:
Protect the employees from the lamination of mis‐
takes that have been made since 35 years ago when
Moe Dalitz sold this place….It seems that every time
one of the owners stepped up to fix it, they lost their
focus, did everything but the right thing….Nothing at
the Desert Inn has been the way it should be. (“Wynn
tells all,” 2000, para. 34)

Figure 5. The original Desert Inn, seen from the front in this image from the 1950s, was pioneering in terms of its size and
layout as a casino‐resort‐hotel on the automobile‐oriented Las Vegas Strip. Source: “Photograph of the front of Wilbur
Clark’s Desert Inn” [ca. 1950s].
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Figure 6. Fits‐and‐starts at a micro‐scale: Desert Inn/Wynn Las Vegas timeline, with the key events being the closing of the
Desert Inn in 2000 and the opening of the much larger and much more complex Wynn Las Vegas only five years later in 2005.
Source: Courtesy of Juan Usubillaga, based on “Desert Inn chronology” (2005) and Wynn Resorts Limited (2003–2019).
While manufacturing the Desert Inn’s obsolescence,
Wynn simultaneously began a campaign of future spec‐
ulation to attract investors, saying that the new devel‐
opment on the Desert Inn site would cause a “shift in
the center of gravity from where it’s been” and that the
resort would naturally have walk‐in traffic because of “a
little, old pirate gimmick” at the Treasure Island, which
was not far from his property line and which drew thou‐
sands of gawkers a day (“Wynn tells all,” 2000, para. 37).
Indeed, in acquiring the Desert Inn he had purchased one
of the largest available land parcels on the Strip, with
seemingly unlimited potential for new development by
claiming that it was “the most powerful piece of real
estate in Nevada, possibly in the western United States,”
and that it was “an extraordinary piece of property, with
the opportunity to do just about anything” (Strow, 2000,
para. 2). He made sure to highlight other property’s
advantages, such as rights to huge amounts of water
under the land, frontage on the famed Las Vegas Strip, as
well as on to major arterial roads such as Paradise Road,
Sands Avenue, and Desert Inn Road, and easy access to
both the Las Vegas Convention Center and the Sands
Expo Center.
Wynn already began financing the project as he was
making these public statements (Wynn Resorts Limited,
2003–2019). For example, in April 2000, a new com‐
pany called Valvino LLC was formed with Wynn being
the only shareholder and a $221 million equity con‐
tribution by him. Subsequently, in June 2000, Valvino
LLC bought the Desert Inn for $270 million, while the
next month, Deutsche Bank loaned $125 million to the
company. The Desert Inn closed on August 28, 2000,
and in October 2000, Aruze USA—the U.S. subsidiary
of a Japanese manufacturer of gambling and arcade
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machines—contributed $260 million and obtained 50%
membership of Valvino LLC. In the process, the Deutsche
Bank load was repaid. This is just a snippet of the mul‐
tiple financing arrangements early in the process, but
given the ultimate cost of the new and highly ambi‐
tious project, much more funding had to be raised (see
Figure 7). So, he then embarked on a grueling two‐week
road show in October 2002 to pitch Wynn Resorts
Limited to major institutional investors. He requested
one‐and‐a‐half‐hour meetings with fund managers who
were accustomed to a one‐hour time limit. He did every
presentation himself and handed out his cellphone num‐
ber to fund managers (Binkley, 2018, p. 213). His fund‐
raising and speculation about future profits began to
pay off early in the process because with no properties
open and no revenues, Wynn Resorts stock was trad‐
ing on pure speculation. It shot up from its initial offer‐
ing price of $13 in October 2002 to $76.45 a share on
March 16, 2005: “[As a result,] Wynn was [now] a billion‐
aire” (Binkley, 2018, p. 249).
The brand new Wynn Las Vegas casino‐hotel‐resort
opened on April 28, 2005, at the cost of approximately
$2.74 billion (i.e., more than 10 times the price of
the purchase of the Desert Inn and its land) and with
9,000 employees (Wynn Resorts Limited, 2003–2019).
The extremely high cost was due to its sheer size and
amenities geared towards clients with higher dispos‐
able incomes. The Wynn Las Vegas included a casino of
111,000 square feet in floor space and 137 table games,
2,674 hotel rooms in a 45‐story tower plus 36 separate
villas (see Figure 8), a resort consisting of six restaurants,
nightclub, spa and salon, Ferrari and Maserati dealership,
wedding chapels, 18‐hole golf course, 223,000 square
feet of meeting spaces, 76,000 square feet of retail,
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Figure 7. Financing fits‐and‐starts type of urban change can be complex, time‐consuming, and frequently requires mul‐
tiple sources: Timeline of financing the new $2.74 billion Wynn Las Vegas casino‐hotel‐resort. Source: Courtesy of Juan
Usubillaga, based on Wynn Resorts Limited (2003–2019).
and two theatres, Wynn Theater and Broadway Theater,
which opened later in August 2005 (see Figure 9).
During this process, Steve Wynn also rethought the
quality and standards of design from a gambling indus‐
try perspective:
Our challenge was to surpass the standards we had
worked so hard to set [previously] at the Bellagio. You
really can’t just do another Bellagio. Is there another
level? For that reason we had to go back to very pri‐
mary ideas. We had to reexamine the most fundamen‐
tal issues that have to do with design. (“Mr. Las Vegas,”
2008, p. 57)
The combined approach of sheer size, mix of facilities,
and raising the design standards seemed to pay off a
few months after Wynn Las Vegas opened. For example,
already in 2005, the casino‐hotel‐resort’s average hotel
room occupancy was 92.1% as compared to the average
of 89.2% on the Las Vegas Strip, the average daily hotel
room rate was $274 compared to the average of $103
on the Strip, and the net revenue for the year was $722
million, with 49% of it coming from gambling activities
and 51% from hotel and resort facilities (Wynn Resorts
Limited, 2003–2019).
The high hotel room occupancy rates and the equally
impressive net revenue for the Wynn Las Vegas in its
very first year was due to the creation of a buzz through
word of mouth by Steve Wynn and extensive market‐
ing by his company. There was another contributing fac‐
tor, which was the broader trends in Las Vegas that year.
As seen in the graph below (see Figure 10), in 2005, the
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Las Vegas gambling and hotel markets continued their
upward trends with, among other things, a 3.2% increase
in visitation, a 13.1% increase in Strip gaming revenue,
a 1.3% increase in hotel room inventory, and a 14.9%
increase in average daily room rates, as compared to
2004 (Wynn Resorts Limited, 2003–2019).
The implosion of the old Desert Inn and the construc‐
tion of the new Wynn Las Vegas was not only part of
this period of fits‐and‐starts urban change in the city, but
also had longer‐term ripple effects. In fact, Steve Wynn
had planned a $500 million expansion, with construc‐
tion on a second tower to build on Wynn Las Vegas’s
momentum. With an additional 1,300 hotel rooms, he
predicted that it would add to his profits, because as
fellow casino‐owner Glenn Schaeffer suggested, hotel
rooms had replaced slot machines as the market’s most
powerful revenue driver: “Strip operators have twice as
many rooms as slots,” he said (“Second tower planned,”
2004, para. 11). Ron Kramer, then‐president of Wynn
Resorts Limited, had also realized that a recent refinanc‐
ing of the company was so popular with investors and
banks that money was available for additional spending
on the Las Vegas site (“Desert Inn chronology,” 2005).
The construction of Encore began in 2006 and it opened
in 2008. This illustrates how speculation about future
profit is an ongoing process rather than being satiated
by a singular project.
Like many business owners, property investors and
real estate developers, Wynn was involved in many
projects in the city, including the demolition of old
casinos and the construction of new and trend‐setting
casino‐hotel‐resorts such as the Mirage in 1989 and the
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Figure 8. View of the front of the Wynn Las Vegas. Compare the size and style of its design with the Desert Inn in Figure 5.
Source: Aseem Inam.

Figure 9. The full size and complexity of the facilities of Wynn Las Vegas casino‐hotel‐resort (along with its subsequent
twin, Encore) can be grasped via this floor plan. Source: Aseem Inam.
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Figure 10. Average hotel occupancy rates in Wynn Las Vegas, compared to average in Clark County (for hotels with gam‐
bling revenue of $1 million and over). Sources: Nevada State Gaming Control Board (1997–2018) and Wynn Resorts Limited
(2003–2019).
Bellagio in 1998, which involved the implosion of the
old Dunes (see Figure 2). Long‐time observers of the
city acknowledge the role he has played by saying that
he had been a prominent and visible Las Vegas gam‐
bling industry leader, who not only represented the cur‐
rent era but was also connected with the city’s previ‐
ous eras. For example, the “dream that Wynn realized
at the Mirage in 1989 stands as the most important
development in Las Vegas in the past twenty years”
(Bernhard et al., 2008, p. 183). As happens to long‐time
business people with a public presence who help drive
fits‐and‐starts type of urban change, there is also a bit
of myth‐building about them, which then influences how
financial analysts and funding institutions perceive them,
and which subsequently eases their ability to attract
investors for their projects: ”Whatever he builds, it will
be one up on the last thing he built… it’s really exciting
for Las Vegas to continue that legacy of creation,” said
David Atwell, a local casino‐hotel‐resort broker (Strow,
2000, para. 16), while for Prudential Securities financial
analyst Joe Coccimiglio, ”[Wynn] tends to build proper‐
ties that create more [demand] than they can supply”
(Strow, 2000, para. 22). Such myth‐building is helpful for
not only branding purposes but also higher profitability.
For example, Frank Luntz, a pollster who had been doing
marketing polls for Wynn for years, ran focus groups on
the new resort’s name and discovered that Wynn’s name
alone was worth an extra $80 per night for a hotel room.
He recommended naming the casino after its developer
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(Binkley, 2018, p. 241). Wynn followed the advice and
reaped its rewards.
5. Conclusion: Insights and Implications
In the material city, fits‐and‐starts type of urban change
creates interruptions and disruptions in the time and
space of what might otherwise be thought of as more
long‐term and slow‐moving urbanism. Such change, con‐
centrated in space and time as it is, nonetheless has
larger‐scale and longer‐term impacts not only on those
particular parcels of land but also on the surround‐
ing area. While urban practitioners tend to be biased
towards continual growth of the city, which implies
something new will always replace something old, these
patterns of change also reveal that the intended out‐
comes does not necessarily materialize (e.g., due to
financial crises, lack of market demand, problems with
construction, and a myriad of other problems). In these
processes, what matters are human perceptions and
beliefs, including and especially the perceived economic
value of an existing building versus the belief in the
higher profitability of a newer building. I have adopted
an agent‐centered approach by focusing on primary
decision‐makers in such contexts, who are private devel‐
opers, property owners, and investors. As the Las Vegas
case illuminates, it is often large‐scale owners and devel‐
opers who radically reimagine the material city in terms
of urban form and space and harness the resources to
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extract value from opportunities that few others may per‐
ceive. In this manner, the spatial production and repro‐
duction of the city is significantly influenced by the ability
of these key actors to buy and sell land, raise and borrow
the funds, assemble a team of specialists, realize their
vision, and in the process enhance the value of property,
which is the bedrock of the capitalist city in the late 20th
and early 21st centuries, or, as some authors prefer to
call them, “cities of capitalism” (e.g., Stevenson, 2012).
I have described a particular kind of fits‐and‐starts type
of urban change driven by the thinking of people like
Wynn and his company.
What emerges from this analysis of the literature
as well as of the case study are two interrelated ideas,
that of manufactured obsolescence and of future spec‐
ulation, which help drive fits‐and‐starts type of urban
change. In Las Vegas and most other cities in the capi‐
talist system, obsolescence is the state of being which
occurs when an object such as a building or a public
space or a piece of infrastructure in a city, service, or
practice is no longer deemed desirable even though it
may still be in good working order. Obsolescence fre‐
quently occurs when a replacement has become avail‐
able that is perceived to possess more advantages com‐
pared to the disadvantages incurred by maintaining or
repairing the original (Weber, 2002). Manufactured obso‐
lescence occurs when a building is only a few decades
old and is structurally and functionally sound, but is
made to appear outdated and unsatisfactory for present
and future needs. The idea of manufactured obsoles‐
cence, usually promoted by real estate agents, private
investors, property owners and real estate developers, is
to diminish—often radically—the current economic (and
sometimes social and even political) value of a current
structure or space in order to promote a newer and sup‐
posedly better replacement.
Future speculation is not only a corollary of manu‐
factured obsolescence, but also what often pushes for
such type of obsolescence in the first place. Future spec‐
ulation in real estate development is about formulat‐
ing expectations about the future return on investment
based on location, type, and timing of development.
While real estate and economics textbooks may high‐
light the need for formal market analysis in order to
gauge demand (e.g., Peiser & Hamilton, 2012), the real‐
ity is more muddy, including projects in urbanism that
actually create demand where there was no clear a pri‐
ori evidence of it (e.g., in the U.S., the success of the
New Urbanism movement comes to mind) or when an
investor or developer bases multimillion dollar decisions
on hunches, which are of course informed by knowledge
and experience (e.g., Steve Wynn, or as our research
has previously documented in Inam et al., 2004). Thus,
the material city is a world of things (e.g., buildings
and larger scale complexes) that are commodities in
which investors take a financial risk with various degrees
of calculations and estimations about future return on
investment (i.e., profit). Such perceptions and pursuits
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of future profit are aided and abetted by an arms race
for one‐upmanship through informal conventions of not
only casino owners but those who are integral to the real
estate development industry, including financiers, bro‐
kers, and designers such as architects, interior designers,
and landscape architects. Local governments also func‐
tion as facilitators of fits‐and‐starts type of urban change,
including in some cases by adopting more of an actively
laissez‐faire attitude (as in Las Vegas, which includes
bending over backwards to accommodate almost any
kind of novelty), or in other cities, a more actively sup‐
portive role. Governments welcome such types of specu‐
lative urbanism because to them new construction sym‐
bolizes progress, generates new tax revenue, and creates
new economic activity such as jobs.
However, fits‐and‐starts type of urban change, as
embodied in demolition/construction booms, has enor‐
mous economic, social, and environmental costs, for
example by demolishing entire parts of a city and build‐
ing large new buildings and complexes. Reusing exist‐
ing space is the more fiscally, economically, and envi‐
ronmentally sound approach to managing urban change,
one that can accommodate growth and innovation while
also valuing attachments to the artifacts and landscapes
of the past. Lynch (1972) noted that places that grow
slowly are often richer, more complex environments
with choices and services better suited to the plurality
of needs and values of a diverse population. Such places
tend to grow in a deliberate manner that values quality
of life, the preservation of difference and environment,
and place attachment based on emotions and memory.
Moreover, building a new structure when an existing one
would have served the same purpose can be wasteful.
Construction consumes tremendous amounts of natural
resources and energy; gypsum is mined in the U.S. for
drywall, forest products are harvested in Canada, and
China provides U.S. contractors with tons of stainless
steel (Weber, 2015). As raw materials and finished prod‐
ucts are being harvested and manufactured in increas‐
ingly far away locales, they must be shipped longer dis‐
tances, depending on the locations of their points of
origin and consumption. Long‐distance trips increase fos‐
sil fuel use and carbon emissions and also raise prices
for consumers. The construction process itself creates
great quantities of waste, which localities must process,
dump or export. The bulk of local waste streams is com‐
prised of materials produced by building activity; approx‐
imately 160 million tons of construction and demolition
debris is generated in the U.S. every year (Weber, 2015).
These materials include scrap lumber and other wood
products, brick and block, gypsum wallboard, manufac‐
tured wood, asphalt shingles and pavement, metals, plas‐
tics, concrete, and dirt, as well as salvageable appliances,
ornaments, and fixtures. An estimated 60% of the total
volume of construction and demolition debris is sent to
landfills, where it increases the level of spatially concen‐
trated toxins that may leak into the ground or become
airborne emissions.
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I now conclude with two implications of this ana‐
lysis for urban practice. First, urbanists—particularly
those with backgrounds in professional fields like archi‐
tecture, landscape architecture, urban design, and city
planning—have traditionally been trained to view the
city as an object that is planned, designed, and built
according to definitive visions. While urban geographers
and historians have studied change for quite a while,
such thinking has not yet fully permeated the world
of mainstream practice in a meaningful manner. What
would be the benefits if urbanism, both as an object of
study and as a mode of practice, were to be approached
from the perspective of flux rather than just an object?
A significant implication of this discussion for urban prac‐
tice is that those who work towards urban transforma‐
tion require a concept of the city as flux as ongoing
processes and changes, a stream of interactions, and
a flow of situated initiatives (Inam, 2014). One way to
ground this concept is with urban practices that accom‐
modate and experiment with everyday contingencies,
breakdowns, exceptions, opportunities, and unintended
consequences that are encountered. Overall, the point
is for urbanists to actively conceptualize and continu‐
ally engage with cities as flux in addition to their three‐
dimensional materiality. The challenge in getting to this
point is two‐fold: first, how to reconcile it with a basic
human need and indeed, desire, to perceive stability in
our worlds, and second, to reconcile the urbanists’ need,
and stemming often from their design training, to view
interventions in primarily fixed, material terms.
Second, there are implications of this analysis in
terms of new types of urban practices. Las Vegas has
examples of more equitable and democratic types of
urban practice that is one potent model for transform‐
ing urbanism, such as the active role of labor unions in
a city’s spatial political economy. However, in the con‐
text of this particular analysis, the idea of degrowth holds
much promise. The idea of degrowth has been around
formally since the Buddhist ethics of economics first prac‐
ticed by the Emperor Ashoka in the 3rd century BC in
India and the anti‐industrialist trends in the writings of
John Ruskin, Henry David Thoreau, and Leo Tolstoy in the
19th century in the Global North. In the late 20th and
early 21st centuries, degrowth has come to mean reduc‐
ing excess resources and energy throughput from the
perspective of ecology while at the same time improv‐
ing human well‐being and social outcomes. Currently,
the economic imperative—including in urbanism—is the
often implicit assumption that growth is good, while in
a degrowth scenario, the goal would be to scale down
ecologically destructive and less socially necessary pro‐
duction while enhancing parts of the economy devoted
to human well‐being and ecological enhancement. More
recently, there has been an increasing interest in the rela‐
tionship between degrowth and urbanism (e.g., Savini,
2021; Xue, 2021), including new spatial strategies and
social transformations that challenge the ideology of
land scarcity and territorial economic competition which
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are often embodied in the fits‐and‐starts types of urban
change. Such types of urban practices possess much
promise for mitigating the high costs of fits‐and‐starts
type of urban change.
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